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In 2020, while the world was focused on dealing with the COVID-19 pandemic, researchers and scientists 
at the National Tropical Botanical Garden were busy finding and cataloguing Kaua‘i’s endemic flora. Their 
effort means better tools to understand and preserve some of the Earth’s rarest plants.
 “We were fortunate to have access to the extensive field observations and collections that NTBG 
have been maintaining from nearly 50 years of fieldwork on Kaua‘i,” said Nina Rønsted, NTBG Director of 
Science and Conservation.
 The outcome of NTBG’s field work was used by the International Union for Conservation of Nature – the 
global authority on the status of the natural world and the measures needed to safeguard it – to update 
its Red List of Threatened Species last March. All of Kaua‘i’s endemic plants are now in the IUCN list.
 “This pandemic meant we had more time to focus on analyzing these data and conducting the Red List 
assessments,” Rønsted said.
 Since the 1840s, at least 134 native plant species in Hawai‘i have gone extinct, according to NTBG. 
That’s roughly 10 percent of Hawai‘i’s diverse flora of 1,367 endemic plants. Competition with invasive 
species, habitat disturbance and loss, new diseases and climate change have all contributed to these 
extinctions. For Kaua‘i, this is especially critical, since the Garden Isle has the highest rate of endemism 
and diversity than any other Hawaiian island. Endemism means a certain species is only found in a single 
geographic location, while a native species can also be found somewhere else.
 “Kaua‘i stands out as the most species-rich Hawaiian island primarily due to its longer geological 
history,” Rønsted said. “Nearly 50 percent (673 species) of the native flora of Hawai‘i can be found on 
Kaua‘i and we have looked at the 256 of them which are only found on Kaua‘i.”
 NTBG Conservation Biologist Seana Walsh said 46 percent, or 554 taxa, of Hawai‘i’s endemic taxa occur 
on Kaua‘i. Out of that total, the Garden Isle is home to 251 single-island endemic taxa – these are species 
only found on Kaua‘i – and this number far surpasses the number of single-island endemic taxa on any of 
the other Hawaiian Islands.
 “For our Red List assessment work, we also included taxa which are historically multi-island but now 
restricted to Kaua‘i because they’ve been extirpated from the other islands, such as Kadua cookiana. This 
resulted in conducting assessments for 256 taxa,” Walsh said.
 Half of those assessments were conducted and published on the IUCN Red List of Threatened Species 
from 2015 to 2019. The other half were conducted and published in 2020 and 2021, according to Walsh. 
The IUCN Red List, she said, is the “global standard” for assessing the risk of extinction.
 “It is important we conduct standardized assessments on the conservation status for all of our species, 
and the Red List is one of the most rigorous and widely recognized ways to do this,” Walsh said.
 The data in the assessments are made available for scientists to answer questions that could help 
inform conservation practices. The published assessments highlight conservation challenges at the 
international level, and also open doors for conservation funding, Walsh said.
 Rønsted said the IUCN Red List is considered the world’s most comprehensive online resource on the 
conservation status of the plants, animals and fungi. The list, she said, despite including about 15 percent 
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NTBG Research Biologist Ken Wood, left, and NTBG GIS and Drone Program Coordinator 
Ben Nyberg are seen here working with a drone in Kalalau in August 2019.
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of the world’s plant species and having gaps and areas not well-covered that can be easily overlooked, still 
provides a pretty good estimate of the state of conservation challenges and threats to global diversities.
 “The uniqueness of the Red List is that it is based on a set of internationally agreed and tried criteria, 
meaning all species are measured against the same criteria and it is therefore easy to compare the 
findings,” Rønsted said. “The Red List evaluation criteria include how large an area a species can be found 
in, how many individuals there are, how fragmented the population is and importantly if any declines or 
reductions in the species range or population size has been observed.”
 Internationally, the Red List is increasingly being used by countries, governmental agencies and 
conservation organizations to develop conservation policies and priorities, said Rønsted, adding 
conservation funding agencies are using Red List status as criteria for funding. As a global reference, the 
Red List data is also being used to conduct wider analysis of the global conservation status and threats.
 “It is therefore very important to highlight the conservation status and needs of the Hawaiian flora to 
an international audience using the globally used IUCN Red List criteria,” she said.
 Federal government assessments under the United States Endangered Species Act are very important 
in Hawai‘i, and are supplemented with five-year reviews of all the listed species, according to Rønsted. 
But to highlight the weight of the IUCN Red List, the federal listing under the ESA shows only 45 percent of 
Kaua‘i’s single-island endemic vascular plants as threatened or endangered.
 Rønsted said the results of these assessment suggest the conservation status of the Hawaiian flora is 
“underestimated” by the federal assessments, and a critical look should be taken at the potential need for 
conducting federal assessments of a higher proportion.
 Additionally, Rønsted said the published Red List assessments can help to provide information that 
could be used to petition the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service for protection under the ESA, which is already 
happening.
 In order to reach remote areas, researchers used helicopter rides, hiked into rough terrain and even 
used ropes to climb or rappel down cliffs.
 Drone work was also used in the research. Rønsted said NTBG GIS and Drone Program Coordinator Ben 
Nyberg is currently working with a group of Canadian researchers to repurpose a drone to be able to make 
precision collections of seeds or plant parts for further propagation.

continued on page 5
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NTBG Research Biologist Ken Wood is seen here working with Melicope rostrata in 
Honopū in May 2020.
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This time of year, seabirds leave their nests at night and they are guided by the light of the moon out to sea.

Unfortunately, light from urbanization on Kaua‘i results in fallout. This is when birds are attracted to artificial 
lights by mistake and fall to the ground. Once grounded, these birds have difficulty taking flight on their own. 
This makes them susceptible to predators or being hit by vehicles.

Save Our Shearwaters is located next to the Kaua‘i Humane Society and rehabilitates all native Hawaiian birds 
and the Hawaiian Hoary Bat. If you find a grounded bird, please drop the bird off at the nearest aid station 
(listed below).
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 The results often show positive outcomes. Rønsted said 
through this ongoing field work across Kaua‘i, they regularly find 
unknown populations of rare and endangered species.
 “One example is Eurphorbia eleanoriae, which was previously 
considered a priority plant for the Plant Extinction Prevention 
Program due to having less than 50 individuals known in the 
wild. However, recent drone surveys helped find several unknown 
populations of this plant which allowed for it to be taken off the 
PEPP list again this year,” Rønsted said.
 This wasn’t an effort by NTBG alone. Walsh said many people 
were involved in the assessment efforts, broadly from the IUCN 
Hawaiian Plant Specialist Group. Specific partners who played 
the largest roles include the state Department of Land and 
Natural Resources/Division of Forestry and Wildlife and the Plant 
Extinction Prevention Program.
 “They provided necessary data and helped to conduct and 
review the assessments,” Walsh said.
 Rønsted said most of the assessments campaign done in 2020 
were led by Walsh, Nyberg, NTBG Research Biologist Ken Wood 
and Rønsted herself in collaboration with State Botanist Matt 
Keir from DLNR/DOFAW and with some assessments also done by 
NTBG botanists David Lorence, Margaret Clark, Uma Nagendra, 
Tim Flynn, Dustin Wolkis and Merlin Edmonds, and by Adam 
Willams of DLNR/DOFAW and Scott Heinzmann from PEPP.
 The Hawaiian Islands are often called the “extinction capital 
of the world.” The Islands, Rønsted said, stand out with having 
exceptionally more plant extinctions than other geographical 
regions, which is alarming as plant extinctions endanger other organisms, ecosystems and human well-being.
 “However, Hawai‘i also stands out as having one of the highest levels of endemism of any floristic region of the world with nearly 90 
percent of its circa 1,367 native plant taxa classified as endemic, found nowhere else on Earth,” Rønsted said.
 She added isolated oceanic islands such as Kaua‘i are characterized by high endemicity, but the unique biodiversity of many islands is 
experiencing high extinction rates, primarily due to habitat disturbance and loss, competition with invasive species, spread of new diseases, 
and climate change.
 “The assessment of Kaua‘i’s flora is the highest extinction risk reported for any flora to date and calls for urgent conservation measures of 
the unique floras of remote oceanic islands such as the Hawaiian Islands,” Rønsted said.
 She encouraged residents to consider planting more native plants in gardens and yards. Also, many local nurseries have a selection of 
native plants which are well adapted for our environment. The Kaua‘i Invasive Species Committee maintains a list of invasive plants that we 
should avoid (www.kauaiisc.org/pono/do-not-plant-list/) and a list of pono nurseries that are committed to not sell these.
 Walsh said community members could help by learning more about our rich flora, getting out there to appreciate it – while following 
proper etiquette, such as cleaning your boots before and after hiking – and volunteering with an agency or organization that works to 
conserve rare plants on Kaua‘i.
 IUCN was established on Oct. 5, 1948, under the initiative of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization – known 

as UNESCO – and its first Director General, 
British biologist Julian Huxley. Today, 
IUCN is a membership union made of 
government and civil society organizations, 
with more than 1,400 member 
organizations and more than 18,000 
experts worldwide.
 The updated IUCN Red List includes 
more than 134,000 species assessed around 
the world, with 54,127 of them being 
plants. Each is given a rank in one of nine 
categories from species of least concern 
to extinct. Twenty-eight percent of all 
now assessed species are recognized as 
threatened, according to IUCN.
 Visit www.ntbg.org or www.iucn.org 
for more information.

NTBG Upcoming 
Events
Weekly Aloha Market – Ongoing
Everything from fresh fruits and vegetables to noodles, 
spices, sweets, treats and items like jewelry, clothing, art 
and household and family accessories will be available 
for purchase – all outdoors, sold in conditions that follow 
strict safety and health protocols. Every Thursday from 
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Free hula show at 12:30 p.m. during the 
Aloha Market.  
Call (808) 742 – 2623 for more information.

Webinar: Celebrating New Hawaiian 
Plant Discoveries in 2021 – Dec. 1
For decades, NTBG has been roaming the mountains 
and valleys of the Hawaiian island of Kaua‘i by foot, 
helicopter, rappelling and using drones. Join NTBG 
Field Biologist Ken Wood and Drone Program manager 
Ben Nyberg in celebrating new discoveries of rare and 
endangered plants in 2021. Folks who attend the webinar 
live will have a chance to vote for the NTBG’s Most 
Exciting Plant Discovery of 2021!  
Registration Required.

NTBG Holiday Craft Fair/Plant Sale –  
Dec. 2
NTBG will be hosting a Holiday Aloha Market (Craft Fair 
and Plant Sale) on Thursday, Dec. 2 from 10 a.m. to 6 
p.m. at the NTBG South Shore Visitors Center (across from 
Spouting Horn). Enjoy outdoor shopping for local holiday 
gifts from over 50 vendors with plant sale (mix of native 
and tropical NTBG-grown plants), ono grinds from food 
trucks, hula performances, music, entertainment all in 
wa beautiful, outdoor garden setting. Safety protocols 
in place.

Limahuli Garden Plant Sale – Dec. 12
Limahuli Garden in Hā‘ena will host a plant sale Sunday, 
Dec. 12 from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. They will offer native 
plants, Polynesian plants (kalo, wauke, pia, etc.) and 
vegetable starts for sale. While supplies last, each 
guest will receive a free māmaki plant with their plant 
purchase.

Botanical Artists Workshop – 2022
NTBG is expecting to welcome back their botanical artists 
from Jan. 31 to Feb. 18, 2022.
This will be botanical instructor Wendy Hollender’s 
12th year teaching botanical illustration at NTBG. The 
upcoming botanical illustration workshop is scheduled 
to be offered in three one-week segments (week 1, 2, 
3). Details and sign up info at this link: drawbotanical.
com/community-event/botanical-illustration-intensive-
workshop-in-kauai-hawaii

Hibiscadelphus woodii

NTBG Director of Science and 
Conservation Nina Rønsted, left, and 
biologist Michelle Clark are seen here 
in Hā‘upu in June 2020. 

NTBG botanist Dustin Wolkis collects Polyscias racemosa seeds 
during field work.
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We can feel it. The air is changing. It’s a little cooler, a little moister. The cloud patterns are 
shifting. The wiliwili are setting seed. Kolea have returned. The ocean is cooling down. Soon, 
more whales will return. And when they do, they will bring Hawai‘i incredible gifts – their very 
bodies – that quite literally feed us all.
 How do whales feed us? Let’s go back to fourth grade science, when we learned about the 
food chain. Plants are eaten by a small animal which is eaten by a bigger animal which in turn is 
eaten by a still bigger animal. In our ocean, phytoplankton (floating miniscule plants) are eaten 

by zooplankton (floating tiny animals), which are eaten by 
small fish which are eaten by bigger fish which are eaten by 
sharks. You get the picture. The oceans around Hawai‘i are 

low in important nutrients for life, like iron and phosphorus. As a result, our plankton biomass is 
low compared to cold-water oceans. Less plankton means less food for fishes.
 Whales boost the entire food chain by shedding their skin. Like humans, shedding the outer 
layer of a whale’s skin cells is vital for allowing new, healthy skin cells to replace old ones. When 
you are 40-feet-long and underwater, how do you exfoliate? The need to maintain healthy 
skin is one of the main reasons Robert Pitman from Oregon State University’s Marine Mammal 
Institute and other whale scientists think whales migrate to warmer waters. In warmer waters, a 
whale’s skin sheds naturally. Not in huge sheets, but more perhaps, like a really bad case of whale 
dandruff, except all over.
 Shedding whale skin is made up of proteins and fats, perfect for zooplankton to eat. What is 
critically important is to understand is that 80 percent of Hawai‘i’s zooplankton is made of tiny, 
newly-hatched offspring of species we see every day; all kind of reef fishes, he‘e (octopus), wana 

How Humpback Whales Feed Hawai‘i

Akeakamai

By Jeannine Rossa

(urchins), coral, sea stars, jellyfish and even o‘opu and hihiwai, freshwater gobies and snails that 
spend part of their early life cycle in the ocean before migrating upstream to grow to adulthood 
and spawn. So, more zooplankton means more fishes, he‘e, coral, and hihiwai – in other words, 
our marine and freshwater ecosystems are fed by whales.
 A concrete example of the importance of whale skin was recently caught on camera. Dr. 
Marc Lammers, Research Ecologist with the Hawaiian Islands Humpback Whale Sanctuary, 
uses suction cups to temporarily attach movement recording devices on the backs of whales to 
study their behavior underwater. Last winter, he was able to include a tiny video camera. The 
camera documented that whenever the whales rested, schools of ‘ōpelu (mackerel scad) would 
immediately appear and start nibbling their skin. Better nutrition can boost reproduction, so 
it is not a stretch to say that the annual return of whales is an important part of keeping ‘ōpelu 
populations thriving. Why do we care if ‘ōpelu thrive? Schools of ‘ōpelu are the favorite prey item 
for deeper water fishes we humans value, such as mahimahi, tuna, ono and marlin, which is why, 
of course, they are used as bait. Perhaps more importantly, ‘ōpelu spawn and rear among inshore 
reefs, so a thriving ‘ōpelu population provides prey for predatory reef fish.
 While in Hawai‘i, humpback whales generally do not eat, so whale poop is not a big nutrient 
contributor to our ocean. However, in 2014, Dr. Trish Lavery from Australia’s Department of the 
Environment and her team determined that juvenile male blue whales excreted iron in their 
poop, “which would stimulate primary production equivalent to that required to support prey 
consumption by the entire Australian population of blue whales.” In other words, whale poop 
provides iron to phytoplankton, the base of the food chain.
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stored fats from the bones like polychaete worms, clams, and crustaceans (crabs and shrimps) 
– some of them, like bone-drilling snails, new to western science. Microbes are of course also 
critical for this decomposition process.
 In addition, when a whale’s body falls in the deep ocean, the carbon stored in its bones stays 
in that deep sea ecosystem, which keeps that carbon out of the atmosphere. The International 
Monetary Fund suggests that the value of storing carbon in the ocean floor ecosystem is worth 
millions of dollars per large whale to humanity.
 Many of us find the whales a source of delight and awe. We thrill at hearing the males “sing” 
underwater, and smile watching babies learn how to breach and slap their tails. For some, the 
whales are a physical manifestation (kino lau) of Kanaloa, one of the four major Hawaiian gods. 
For those in the whale-watching and tourism industry, the whales pay the bills. And some worry 
about whales getting entangled in their fishing lines or colliding with their boats. No matter 
your view of whales, they are ultimately a gift to Hawai‘i Nei. They literally feed us and keep our 
marine and freshwater systems healthy and functioning.
 So, when you see the whales this year, thank them. Māhalo nui o ke koholā!

Kauai Skin Clinic
Special

Massages • Facials • Waxing • Reflexology

Ayurveda Practitioner / Reiki Master Teacher
Kristine Sy Long LMT LE

808 635 2299 | KauaiSkinClinic.com

$95 Pumpkin
“Plump Skin”
Facial

Centrally located all-inclusive private apartments, restaurant 
style meals, housekeeping, utilities, transportation, 24-hr 
staffing, activities, wellness program, and emergency call system.

Kauai’s ONLY Independent Retirement 
and Assisted Living Community

Call 246-4449 for a tour
www.regency-pacific.com

• Jeannine Rossa is an aquatic ecologist and fisheries biologist. She is the acting State Co-Manager 
of the Hawaiian Islands Humpback Whale National Marine Sanctuary. She works for the Hawaii 
Department of Land and Natural Resources, Division of Aquatic Resources and is based on the island 
of Maui. She can be reached at jeannine.rossa.researcher@hawaii.gov

 Whales give birth in Hawai‘i, and because they are mammals like us, that means that each 
birth has a placenta – the concentrated network of blood vessels and supportive tissue that 
transfers oxygen and nutrients from the mother to the growing baby. We all know that blood 
has iron; tiger sharks follow birthing humpback whales, ostensibly waiting to grab that gigantic, 
easy, iron-rich meal that doesn’t try to swim away. In 2007, Anthony Antonelis (Pacific Islands 
Fisheries Science Center), Dave Johnson (Duke University), and David Mattila (then, at HIHW) 
estimated that every year, about eight percent of the returning whales are pregnant. Assuming 
for math purposes that we have at least 8000 whales returning (we don’t actually know, but 
estimate 8000-12,000 whales return to Hawaii annually), about 640 would give birth. At an 
estimate of 50 – 75 pounds per placenta, that’s roughly 16 - 24 tons of food delivered to our 
ecosystem. Why do we care if tiger sharks have an easy meal? That means that they are eating 
fewer fishes.
 Finally, whales give us the ultimate gift: their entire bodies. Inevitably, some whales die 
when in Hawai‘i, although we have no idea how many, because most whale carcasses sink to the 
bottom of the ocean. Based on the Antonelis-Johnson-Mattila ratios, it is estimated that of those 
640 babies, 17 would not make it, and approximately 6-7 adults would also die while in Hawai‘i.
 In the last decade, whale researchers all over the world, such as Craig Smith from the 
University of Hawai‘i, Yoshihiro Fujiwara from Japan’s Agency for Marine-Earth Science and 
Technology, or Paulo Sumida from Brazil’s Instituto Oceanográfico have determined that a 
deceased whale feeds a whole series of scavengers and decomposers as each consumes part of 
the whale: first free-ranging animals like octopuses and sharks, followed by animals that remove 

A Hawai‘i humpback whale mother and calf. Photo by Ed Lyman, NOAA permit #782-1719
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A year ago, railroad enthusiast Dave Haggland 
emailed the educational nonprofit Kaua‘i Path, 
saying he had noticed the interpretive signs 
along the path had deteriorated significantly 
where some cannot be read at all, and he 
would be interested in seeing the situation 
rectified.
 “Who would one start a dialogue with? 
Is it a matter of funds? Manpower? I’d be 

willing to make 
some investment 
of time and/or 

money to help toward this end. Please let me 
know if I can help,” Haggland said in the email.
 As a result, Haggland and I collaborated 
on replacing the weather-damaged 
components of the Puna Moku Coastal 
Trail Heritage Signage, and the County’s 
Department of Parks and Recreation approved 
Kaua‘i Path’s application for maintenance 
funds to purchase the replacement signs. 
Kaua‘i Path coordinated the educational 
project.
 Last month, Haggland, volunteer Rob 
Nelson, and I replaced all 24 interpretive signs 
along East Kaua‘i’s walking and bicycling trail, 
Ke Ala Hele Makalae, from Kuna Bay to Lydgate 
Beach Park, including the display describing 
plantation era railroads at the base of the 
Kawaihau elevated boardwalk.
 The fresh new signs were fabricated using 
High Pressure Laminates, and are expected 
to resist the corrosive tropical environment 
better than the original signs, which were first 
installed in 2012.
 “The Puna Moku Coastal Trail Heritage 
Signage subject matter covers a broad 
variety of topics,” said historian Pat Griffin, 
who chairs the Historic Hawai‘i Foundation’s 
Preservation Awards Committee. “In 2014, 
this signage project was selected for one 
of HHF’s Preservation Honor Awards, based 
on the project’s engaging graphic design, 
outstanding research, and breadth of cultural 
detail.”

Signs Replaced on the Bike Path

Community

 At the path’s roundabout on the south 
bank of Wailua River, the interpretive 
signage explains how the river and coastal 
geology, ecology, flora and fauna shaped the 
environment. As one walks the path, the story 
continues with narrations of how people came 
to the island, bringing their culture, erecting 
monuments and establishing commerce.
 Markers set into the path demarcate ancient 
ahupua‘a boundaries.
 While walking the eight-mile stretch of coast, 
one may learn how numerous generations of 
East Kaua‘i inhabitants altered the landscape.
 Profiles include Polynesians who sailed 
across the Pacific in their voyaging canoes, 
established a monarchy and built the complex 
of heiau in Wailuanuiaho‘ano (“Great Sacred 
Wailua”); the ferry operators that predated 
bridges crossing the Wailua River; the farmers 
who cultivated rice paddies in Kapa‘a; the 
Kealia sugar mill workers who lived in its 
camps; the Japanese immigrants who raised 

In October 2021, Tommy Noyes, Rob Nelson and Dave Haggland began replacing all 24 interpretive signs on East Kaua‘i’s 
bike path, starting at the path’s roundabout near the Wailua River’s South bank. The County of Kaua‘i Department of 
Parks and Recreation funded the purchase of the replacement signs, and volunteers coordinated by Kaua‘i Path took care 
of the installation. Photo by Michelle Haggland

• Tommy Noyes is Kaua‘i Path’s executive 
director, a League of American Bicyclists 
Certified Instructor and active with 
the Kaua‘i Medical Reserve Corps.

a massive stone lantern honoring the their 
homeland’s emperor, then buried the lantern 
to hide it from potential persecutors, and those 
who discovered, relocated, and eventually 
restored the lantern in its present setting 
within the Kapa‘a Beach Park; the factory 
workers in the Pono Pineapple cannery; and 
of course Elvis floating along the Coco Palms’ 
iconic lagoon.
 Kaua‘i Path is an educational nonprofit 
with the vision of Kaua‘i residents working 
together to preserve, protect and extend 
access islandwide through the design, 
implementation and stewardship of non-
motorized multi-use paths.

By Tommy Noyes
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Kau Kau Delights
Food trucks, take out, delivery and outdoor dining can be a great 
way to enjoy life and stay safe.

Please support your local island 
businesses by exploring the 
many options available.

@mamabearkauai mama bears kitchen

Mama Bear’s Kitchen
We specialize in

Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday 
5:30am -2pm
Saturday lunch only 11am- 3pm
Wednesday & Sunday Off

Serving breakfast and lunch
Gourmet Comfort Food

in Waimea town right after da bridge

photo by
Daniel Lane

Located in Kapa`a (Kaua`i) behind Coconut Marketplace
Open Tues-Sun 5-9 pm  l  Reservations recommended
808 822-0600  l  520 Aleka Loop  l  hukilaukauai.com

photo by
Daniel Lane

Located in Kapa‘a (Kaua‘i) behind Coconut Marketplace
Open Tuesday-Sunday 5-9 pm l Reservations recommended
808 822-0600 l 520 Aleka Loop l hukilaukauai.com

OPEN AIR DININGOPEN AIR DINING
ONO-LICIOUS PUPUSONO-LICIOUS PUPUS
OVER-THE-TOP COCKTAILSOVER-THE-TOP COCKTAILS

Ono PopsOno Pops
delicious delicious ‘‘aina-basedaina-based

frozen popsfrozen pops
made on Kauamade on Kaua‘‘ii
local, ono & ponolocal, ono & pono

KauaKaua‘‘i Retailersi Retailers

KauaKaua‘‘i Food Companiesi Food Companies

Local FarmsLocal Farms

OnoPops available at these locations:
EleeleEleele • Kauai Island Brewing Co.
HanaleiHanalei • Hanalei Liquor Store
HanapepeHanapepe • Aloha Spice Co. 
• Japanese Grandma’s Cafe  
KalaheoKalaheo • Kauai Coffee • Kauai Kookie  
• Lawai Market
KapaaKapaa • BB’s Kauai Food Truck • Beachboy Pool 
Bar at Kauai Coast Resort • Coconuts Fish Cafe • 
Hoku Foods • Lydgate Farms • Papaya’s  
• Pono Market • Rock Salt Plum
KekahaKekaha • PMRF Navy Exchange
KilaueaKilauea • Anaina Hou Mini Golf • Common Ground 
• Healthy Hut
Koloa / PoipuKoloa / Poipu • Cabana Bar & Grill  
• Dim ‘N’ Dem Sum Truck • Kauai Surf School at 
Kiahuna Plantation • Kukuiula Market  
• New! New! Living Foods MarketLiving Foods Market • Long’s Drugs 
• Mariott Waiohai Marketplace
LihueLihue • Fish Express • Kipu Ranch Adventures 
• Kilohana Train Depot • Silva’s Ice Cream Truck  
• Sunrise Coffee• Sweet Clouds Snack Truck  
• Vim n Vigor • Wilcox Hospital Cafeteria
PrincevillePrinceville • N. Shore General Store 
• Princeville Botanical Garden • Westin Princeville 
• Wyndham Bali Hai
WaimeaWaimea • Aunty Lilikoi • Lodge at Kokee  
• Waimea Plantation Cottages  
• W. Kauai Heritage Center
WainihaWainiha • Wainiha Country Market

www.OnoPops.comwww.OnoPops.comOnoPops_KauaiOnoPops_Kauai  | |

please supportplease support

who supportwho support

& provide Kaua& provide Kaua‘‘i jobsi jobs

who buy fromwho buy from
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Our tiny Kaua‘i is actually a starship, travelling 
through the universe at amazing speeds.
 We never dream of that while watching the 
slow pulse of the surf or looking for our other 
slipper.
 The drifting, colored clouds seem to move 
slowly at times, unless strong winds arrive.
 Or if you are stuck in “traffic,” where you have 
time to look around.
 Rotating about 1,000 miles per hour, while 
we sit waiting for our friends to join us.
 While we are enjoying the beautiful sunrises 
and sunsets, the immense tapestry of stars stretches to infinity.
 Kaua‘i seems solid and secure, rooted as it is on the ocean floor. 
The oldest of the inhabited islands, this immense sea mountain 

has its roots over 5,000 meters 
down to the earth’s outermost crust. 
Below that ancient lava spewed from 

volcanos 5.1 million years ago.
 Compare that to the Big Island at under 500,000 years, and 
still under construction, showing off Mauna Kea and Mauna Loa, 
rooted by an ancient hot spot, theoretically started some 40 
million years ago.
 Kaua‘i however, is cruising off to the Northwest at a little over 
three inches a year. Drifting with the shifting of the plates in the 
Earth’s crust. A geological dance in slow motion.
 According to Cornell University, we are traveling at 67,000 miles 
per hour! Thank goodness gravity keeps our hair from blowing 
off. We will have traveled 1.6 million miles in the path around 
the sun. An orbital hula! Rhythmic movements ancient and 
seemingly eternal.
 What have numbers to do with Kaua‘i? The papayas, the palms 
and the mynah birds don’t care. But people count. On an island 
of 550 square miles, about the same size as the San Francisco Bay, 
our 72,000 plus population. Or maybe 75, 000. It is hard to count 
with all those college students going back and forth. And families 
growing, keiki and marriages!
 Before the pandemic, Kaua‘i was receiving about 1.3 million 
visitors a year, or about 11 percent of the total visitors to Hawai‘i. 
We are a small community, and our county is challenged to 
provide the varieties of services that residents and visitors 
request.

Using Aloha to Deal with Changes

Mālamalama

 There aren’t 100,000 visitors a month now, and it will be 
several years until we reach that level again. We are working 
and learning together how to make this to turn into a good 
experience for all involved.
 Housing has always been precious on Kaua‘i, as very little land 
is in truly private hands. Land cost and the extraordinary costs 
of imported construction materials are why homes are hard to 
purchase.
 With the recent influx of remote work via the Internet, homes 
are being scooped up at nearly double the previous prices. This 
means that few of us who live here have a chance to finding a 
home, or a wage that will allow us to live here. Exporting our 
children and families is not a viable way to live.
 As our county works hard to expand housing for our workers 
and affordable housing for others, things will get better and 
better. Using extra Aloha to get through these times is a good 
way to make friends.
 Pandemic changes have altered everything and everyone. The 
numbers make a difference. Please take care of yourselves, as you 
are precious to your families, and care for everyone by following 
health precautions.
 Aloha makes us great.

• Virginia Beck, NP and Certified Trager® 
Practitioner, offers Wellness Consultation, 
Trager Psychophysical Integration and teaches 
Malama Birth Training classes. She can be 
reached at 635-5618.

By Virginia Beck
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Wrangler’s Steakhouse
WAIMEA • 338-1218
Kiawe Grilled Steaks

Fish, Ribs, Burgers, More
Tuesday-Saturday 5-9 pm
Live Music: Wednesday’s,  

Fridays, & Saturdays

alexanderbaldwin.com

Building communities and brighter futures  
with our hands and our hearts.

Deeply rooted  
in Hawaii,  

we’re proud to 
lend our support.

Women’s
Wellness Clinic

All Women Welcome

808-246-9577

4370 Kukui Grove Street, Suite 115
Lihue HI 96766

For information call

or visit mphskauai.org

Now Accepting Patients

808-332-7381
 information@aquaengineers.com

Call

Aqua Engineers

 ✓ Experienced
 ✓ Licensed
 ✓ Certified
 ✓ Trusted

Our large fleet of collection system 
trucks are at your service!

An organization or business that becomes
a Lōkahi Partner can offer KGEFCU
membership to all of its employees
and their ‘ohana. Financial wellness
will help create a happier, 
healthier workforce. 

Become a Lōkahi
PartnerToday! 

Together, we can achieve more. 

‘

Call or text (808) 245-2463 and
ask to speak with our friendly 
Business Development Officers!

Visit us at www.hartungbrothers.com for more information 

www.kauaichamber.org email: info@kauaichamber.org
(808) 245-7363

the Kaua‘i Chamber of Commerce

“Success is not final; failure is not 
fatal: it is the courage to continue 
that counts.”

Motivation Monthly brought to you by

– Winston Churchill



It’s funny, you can read about stuff and think you are embodying it, and then the reality hits that 
without experiencing something, you reside in the comfort of untested intellectual theories. For 
years, I have been reading about the Zen thesis of impermanence and an existence embedded 
in continual change. From the time of my first exposure to these seemingly revolutionary ideas, 
they made perfect sense to me.
 I should have known if I found comfort in the idea of living in a world of constant change; I 
was a visitor, but not a citizen. The older I have gotten, the less I understand, which seems like a 
backwards admission, but it is the truth. Time and experience can shrink your horizon, as both of 
those accumulate.
 I have found myself overwhelmed with the rapidity of change and it doesn’t matter how 

it is packaged. I can’t say for certain when the 
gears shifted, but gracefully adjusting and 
accommodating the unfamiliar became an effort I 
was either no longer willing or able to effortlessly 
harbor. The foundation of presumption seems to 
get thicker, while age and deviations from the 
usual feel more cumbersome and even stunning, 
at least to me.

 I am going to have to take issue with the Buddha, which feels like a pretty ridiculous 
admission. Oh, this is big news in: Larry Feinstein disagrees with the Buddha! I know he wouldn’t 
care, which is why we have been pals for so long. I think change comes in two packages, your 
own and absolutely everything else around you. I think about my 76 years here, and all I have 
gone through to get here. I know for sure I am not who I was, even yesterday. Oh my God, the 
world I have inhabited all this time has undergone changes Isaac Asimov on acid couldn’t have 
anticipated.
 Sure, the Big Man would say it is all about constant change and there are absolutely no 
borders. It all runs together, and my own changes are just part of the continuous state of change, 
which sounds perfect until you decide you want to own your own. I can go back to any time in 
my past and marvel at how I did have those things. I made so many moves, having absolutely no 

Changes

Mind and the 
Motorcycle

idea what their consequences would be, but I charged ahead like a lobotomized bull. I sit here, 
draped in a flannel night shirt, eyes on the computer and fingers on the keyboard and I can’t 
imagine doing half the things I did so many years ago.
 My way of looking at the world has changed so much, because of my own experience, 
harmonized with the passage of time. I think throughout our lives, we are continually fitted with 
new life glasses that change how we see ourselves in relation to absolutely everything around 
us. There is no question I am not who I was and seem to get reacquainted with myself every day.
 If absolutely everything stayed static throughout my continued morphing over the years, it 
would be tricky enough. I think about being a kid in the 1950s in Queens, New York, and things 
seemed to be under control. I was the change that was going to inhabit a world that seemed 
somewhat familiar and predictable. Then, the 1960s happened and uncertainty took the helm. In 
this country, some extraordinary people got murdered and we seemed to all get a glance behind 
the curtain at the dark witch of unbridled power.
 I am not sure exactly when the speed of change began to pick up, becoming impossible 
to gauge. When I left New York City in the late 1980s, the technological stampede had barely 
begun. I thought it was a miracle to transmit photographs through the telephone. Desktop 
computers could perform all sorts of functions that were tedious before their arrival. Looking 
back, a favorite direction at this point in my life, I wonder if my departure for Santa Fe, New 
Mexico was a way of trying to get away from what I knew was coming.
 Today, I am terribly conflicted, and I wish the Buddha and I could talk about it. But we can’t. 
The world around me is so completely different and often an awful foreign feeling. Should I 
learn about Bitcoin and its incredibly strange vocabulary? How much attention should I pay to 
quantifiable changes in our climate? How upset should I be that the dialogue in this country is 
borderline insane? How upset should I be that science has somehow become opinion and not 
dropdead fact? When did transparent lying become believable?
 This is exactly where the Buddha gets the last laugh. While we would love to etch on the 
tombstone of the moment exactly how things are, we couldn’t carve a single letter without the 
message being quickly outmoded.
 So, here I am, at this point in my life, looking for anchors to help me from being buttressed 
about by the unpredictable winds of change. I can’t think of a better device than a sense of 
humor, seriously. We are, each and every one of us, ridiculous. If you think I am kidding, take a 
look at yourself.

• Listen to Larry’s podcast, Mind and the Motorcycle, at www.buzzsprout.com/1292459. Visit Foster 
and Feinstein on YouTube at www.youtube.com/channel/UCiKB7SheuTWKABYWRolop4g.

By Larry Feinstein
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3285 Wa'apa Rd., Lihue 
in Nawiliwili

M-F 9:00-4:00 • SAT 10:00-1:00 • SUN closed

Hesse Flooring
Creating a Better Environment

Hesse has been servicing Kauai for 30 years
We have all your flooring needs

LIC #21913

• Carpet • Tile Hardwood 
• Waterproof Flooring • Vinyl Flooring 
• Great Selection in Stock!

(808) 246-3700

WE WORK 
TO A HIGHER 
STANDARD.
OURS.

www.WeC l eanKaua i . com

808-337-2080

Craig Sadamitsu

therapeutic massage
pain management
body treatmets

welcomes you to

locally owned & operated

Me Time 

& Bodywork
 Massage

808-245-8880

metimekauai.com

More For Kaua‘i Online!
Read entire issues  
or check on your favorite writers at
www.forkauaionline.com

FFrroomm  OOuurr  KKiittcchheenn  ttoo  YYoouurrss  
ffoorr  3300  YYeeaarrss

Award Winning Flavors!

Visit us in Waimea
where all 20 products 
are created

Ship gift boxes  Ship gift boxes  
to friends and familyto friends and family

Come in for pies,  Come in for pies,  
treats & recipe ideas!treats & recipe ideas!

Open daily 10am-6pmOpen daily 10am-6pm

www.auntylilikoi.comwww.auntylilikoi.com

808-338-1296808-338-1296

info@auntylilikoi.cominfo@auntylilikoi.com

• Jellies 
• Butters 
• Mustards &  Sauces
• Syrups & Juice 
• Pies & More!
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Family Fun Kaua‘i Style

This outstanding course is backed by lush emerald 

mountains and sculpted from a rolling plateau 

eight stories above the Pacific Ocean. Nestled 

among the gentle contours of Poipu Bay. Home 

of the PGA Grand Slam of Golf from 1994-2006.

A COURSE UNLIKE ANY OTHER
Poipu Bay Golf Course
Poipu
808-742-8711 or 1-800-
858-6300

Four daily Tee Times have been reserved for Kaua‘i 
residents, with green fees of just $35 per player. Starting 
time blocks for Kaua‘i Residents are: 
Wednesday-Friday: 12 PM, 12:10 PM, 12:20 PM 12:30 PM
Saturday & Sunday: 11 AM, 11:10 AM, 11:20 AM, 11:30 AM
TEE TIME HOTLINE: 808-742-3010
(All golfers must provide proof of Kaua‘i Residency.)
Please visit www.kolepakukuiula.com for more details.

Tee Times for Kaua‘i Residents at Kukui‘ula!

Kukui‘ula Golf Course
The Club at Kukui‘ula
2700 Ke Alaula Street
808-742-3010
www.kolepakukuiula.com

Please note that due to CoVid-19 some venues are temporarily closed. Please contact them before making plans.

Rent-a-Wreck Kauai is a family-owned business, 
offering reliable and affordable island-car 
rentals to local residents and visitors, always 
with a smile on their faces. The friendly owners 
Clayton and Adele Robbertze are in the back 
row. In the front row, left to right, Christie Tracey, 
twin brothers Nathan and Stephen Vonallmen, 
and Justin Bulosan. Nathan and Stephen own 
Twinz Auto Repairs, making sure the fleet at 
Rent-a-Wreck Kauai is always in top-notch 
mechanical condition. Christie and Justin 
provide exceptional auto-detailing for every car 
that rolls out of the facility. Find Rent-a-Wreck 
Kauai at 3148 Oihana St. Suite 15 in Līhu‘e. Visit 
rentawreckkauai.com or call (808) 245-7177 for 
more information or request a quote.  
Photo by Léo Azambuja

Rent-a-Wreck Kauai Biz

S h a k a
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Ron
Wood

BB 
Choi

When not on the golf course, Ron Wood “gets you up” 
in the morning, while BB  Choi “drives you home” at 
night. Plus, get the latest news,  play  fun  contests and 
enjoy the best music around. Guaranteed.

Still Kauai’s 1st Radio Choice.

TWO GREAT REASONS TO
LISTEN TO FM97 RADIO.

Play Miniature Golf!
Lawai
Beach
Resort

at
Play Miniature Golf!

• Fun for beginners, a 
challenge for all ages!

• Great team building sport

• Party facilities available

240-5100 • www.lawaibeach.org

Lawai
Beach
Resort

at

 Move and play
 Reading Lessons  
ReadingWave.com/shop

e-books are hitting the line-up!

T his Holiday Season
Celebrate

Kauai’s
Small Businesses on

Small
Business
Saturday

November 27
10am - 4pm



Not only the best day 
of your vacation, but 
possibly one of the best 
days in your life!

The Only Raft Company Touring 
the Entire Na Pali Coast

808.742.6331
www.NaPaliRiders.com

Snorkel Pristine Reefs

Explore Sea Caves

*conditions
permitting

Kauai’s Best Dolphin Watch !
30’ Zodiac Raft

Scan to watch 
our video!


